Welcome from the Editor of SURG

Greetings and welcome to the third issue of SURG.

As SURG's editor, I have been exceptionally fortunate to witness how much the University of Guelph encourages undergraduates from all colleges to take an active role in research.

That's reflected in this issue's content, which covers the diversity of research at Guelph, from defining the identity of farmers during the early 1900's, to examining and evaluating the collapse of the Atlantic groundfish fishery. Guelph has truly become a mosaic of research opportunities for undergraduates.

I would like to thank students and faculty for their invaluable contributions to SURG. Our success could have only resulted from your enthusiasm.

I encourage all undergraduates to consider submitting their work to SURG, as well as to take part in fulfilling SURG editorial roles. You are the next generation of researchers, and your participation is what will set both yourself and our university apart from the rest.

Sincerely,

Robert Berger
SURG Editor